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If you are studying for your life and health insurance licensing exam, we have the ultimate study tool

for you. Life and Health Insurance License Exam Cram is a great resource to help you learn the

concepts, laws, rate calculations and state and federal regulations that will be covered on the exam.

You&#39;ll also receive a CD that includes a fully-customizable test engine, detailed score report

and state-specific law supplement. No matter where you are taking your exam or which area you

need to focus on during your studying, Life and Health Insurance License Exam Cram is your

smartest way to get certified.   Please note: The CD-ROM and test engine is NOT Mac iOS

compatible.
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You'll also receive a CD that includes a fully-customizable test engine, detailed score report and

state-specific law supplement. No matter where you are taking your exam or which area you need to
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This book is the only reason I passed the life and health test. My company had me using License

Coach which is horrible! I completed the online course and then took the parasitic tests in here until

I felt comfortable. I would defiantly recommend this book. And I use the Kindle version which I liked

the convenience of being able to open on almost any device.

I thought it was a recent edition, but the copy write date is 2004, although it was printed in 2014. IT

DOES NOT CONTAIN ANYTHING ON THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT, which if you've taken the

classes you'd know is a pretty bid deal when it comes to health insurance. The disk comes with

some half baked study program with REVIEW MODE only, and you have to go through extra means

to get full content. I kinda wish i'd just gotten the torrent and printed off the e-book myself. Doesn't

cover state information either.In review: No state specific information, no Obama Care/Affordable

Care Act (ACA) and copy write date is 2004, which is 11 years old and anything older than 10 years

old cannot be a good credible source of information.If you're like me and purchased that shotty

AYOP einsurancetrainning.com all lines online class(es) and found that you need a study guide or a

book to go with it, this is not for you, and you'll probably be better off just buying ink, paper (3 hole

punch), and a binder and just copy-paste your lessons and printing it out and study that way.I hope I

helped you guys and remember to check the copy write date and or make sure they contain the

ACA info before purchase.

I tried a few different curriculum for learning this material but this book is the absolute best bang for

your buck anywhere! I paid $99 bucks for what was supposedly interactive curriculum for use on a

PC. It was basically just text scrolling on a screen! Dreadful! This book is written in far more

understandable language and the price makes it a steal!

Bought this for my son & it helped him out immensely. He said that it broke it down much better than

the class he took, which made the test easier. He passed with only two mistakes, so I'm convinced.

Great buy!



Kind of long for the title "Exam Cram" otherwise good information. I'm more of a short

paragraph/bullet point reader so if that's you I wouldn't necessarily recommend this.

This is a great cram for your test. It helped me pass mine! I do have to say that this isn't State

Specific, so make sure that you're also pulling your state specific laws from the Department of

Insurance website in your state.

Too much info in general, but covers what you need to get a life/health license in ways that are

applicable to pretty much any state. Just be prepared to skim some of the details. The practice

questions were pretty good. A little better organization of the material would have brought this up to

a 5-star review.FYI -- I used this to study for the Arizona Life & Health producers insurance license

exam and passed on my first attempt. I will say that the exam question format in the book is not

quite as challenging as it is on the actual exam, so see if you can find some other practice questions

too to get a feel.

This book gives so much unnecessary information that makes it difficult to understand I kind of

regret buying it. I wish there was a better and updated book but it seems this is the best one I could

find. The book gives too many detail and focus on a single term instead of just learning the

fundamentals, its ok but its also very frustrating because it waste so much time explaining

unnecessary information. Also the book does not give examples so if you get lost you have to

assume a scenario and pretend that's what its talking about. Honestly just take a class online I

wouldn't recommend this book for simple learners.
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